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ABSTRACT
This thesis represents a phase in a study of the
ultimate strength analysis of longitudinally s'tiffened plate
'panels. The panel~ are assumed to be wide eno~gh so that
lateral interaction between stiffeners is negligible, thereby
allowing a beam-column approach. Axial and lateral loads are
considered, as are residual stresses and plate components
which buckle prior to the ultimate condition. Design nomographs
based on the results of analysis have been previously reported.
A comprehensive computer program has been written to
determine the ultimate strength of stiffened panels based on
the fundamental principles previously developed and to extend
the method to non-linear materials (not previously considered).
Herein, this program is described.
·In addition, an assumption which had been the cause for
concern - the post-buckling behavior assumption for the plate -
is investigated by using the computer program as a test simulator
to determine bounds of possible error i~ the design nomographs
resulting from the ass~ption. The results indicate that
errors are negligible and that the nomographs may be used with
confidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the ultimate strength of longitudinally
stiffened plate panels subjected to lateral and axial loads
may be simplified to the study of the instability ot beam-
columns if it is assumed that plate action in the transverse
direction is negligible. The stiffened panels of particular
interest in the current work are those used in ship bottom
structures. Because their analysis is complicated by uns~-
metrical cross sections, residual stresses due to welding,
lateral loads, and also by the possibility of buckling of
the plate components before the ultimate condition is reached,
. .
the numerous studies performed for ordinary structural
sections are not directly applicable.
A theoretical elastic-plastic analysis for the beam-
column instability of longitudinally stiffened plate panels
subjected to an axial compressive load and uniformly distri-
. (9)*buted lateral loading Mas first developed by Kondo.
Cross-sectional dimensions were restricted so that the
stiffened plate panels would fail as a unit without premature
local buckling of the plate components, and the stress-strain
*The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references.
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relationship of the materials was assumed to be elastic ~
perfectly plastic. Tables of moment - curvature - axial load
relationships were utilized to overcome the difficulties
resulting from the non-linear effects of inelastic action
and large deformations. Panels with fixed and pinned ends
,were analyzed, and numerical results were incorporated in a
design chart for stiffened panels with small plate slenderness
ratios (small bIt).
Davidson presented evidence that the behavior of a plate
loaded in compression in the plane of the plate could be
described by several average stress - edge strain theories
b . 1 1 11 b h K· . (10)ut part~ca ar y we y t e o~ter equat~on. This
equation was shown to adequately describe the elastic post-
buckling behavior for plates of several materials. Accordingly,
Tsuiji extended the general approach of Kondo to stiffened
panels for which the ultimate load of the panel may be preceded
by buckling of the plate component. (11) Here, too, the stress-
strain relationship of the material was assumed elastic
perfectly plastic, and numerical work was limited to fixed-
end and pinned-end panels. Tests on stiffened panels substan-
tiated validity of the analysis, and design nomographs were
developed for panels with large bIt to facilitate practical
application. (11,12,13)
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During the development of the method of analysis, a
number of restrictive assumptions had to be made for the
behavior of the plate component and for material properties
which could not be checked out with the available experimental
work. Of primary concern was an assumption for the inelastic
b kl ' f hIt (10,11)post- uc ~ng response 0 t epa e. Since a theoreti-
cal analysis to clarify the, assumptions poses at present
insurmountable difficulties and a planned experimental program
seemed to lead to too meager results for the expense involved,
it was decided to explore the importance of these assumptions
to the ultimate strength of stiffened panels by arbitrarily
modifying the assumed portion of the average stress - edge
strain relationship. Furthermore, it was desirable to extend
the method to non-linear materials. The comprehensive computer
program developed for these purposes is described by Ref. 14;
the techniques of analysis and, the results obtained are
reported here.
The computer program can determine the ultimate strength
of longitudinally stiffened panels without restrictions on the
material properties or the dimensions of the plate components.
Although the fundamental principles of analysis are those
established in the earlier work, ~he numerical approach was
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made much more general and flexible. This numerical approach
is the subject of Part I and should be considered a continua-
tion of the reports of Refs. 9, 11, and 14.
In Part II t~e results obtained by using the computer
program as a test simulator are presented. Specifically, the
assumed portion of the average stress - edge strain relationship
for the plate was allowed to vary between considered limits of
behavior and the resulting effect on ultimate strength was
studied. An attempt was also made to pinpoint those cornbina-
tions of parameters governing ultimate strength for which the
assumption may have no, moderate, or considerable influence.
The results indicate that ultimate strength for the range of
parameters studied previously and used in the development of
.the design nomographs of Refs. 9 and 12 should not be substan-
, .
tially affected by the plate behavior assumption.
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PART I. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
By assuming that the behavior of the plate before and
after buckling can be described by an average stress - edge
strain relationship and that the lateral interaction between·
stiffeners due to the nearly cylindrical bending of wide panels
is insignificant, the problem of determining the ultimate
strength of longitudinally stiffened panels can be reduced to
an ultimate strength analysis of a beam-column consisting of
a plate and a stiffener with different material properties
(Fig. 1). Steps involved in the determination of ultimate
strength are the establishment of the average stress - edge
strain relationship for the plate, the computation of a moment-
curvature relationship for a given axial load, and a stepwise
integration solution for the length of the column for which
the given loads (axial and lateral) are ultimate loads.
The analysis by Kondo, though exhaustive, restricted the
plate dimensions s·o that the ultimate strength of the .beam-
column could be attained prior to the occurrence of plate local
buckl~ng. (9) Variation in strain through the thic~ness of the
plate due to flexure of the panel was taken info account and
residual stresses in the plate and the stiffener· flange were
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considered. The materials were assumed to have the ideally
elastic-plastic relationship.
Tsuiji extended the analysis to stiffened panels for
which the failure of the panel is preceded by the buckling
of plate components. (11) The description of the behavior of
the plate was accomplished by the average stress - edge strain
relationship of a long plate simply supported on the sides and
loaded in the plane of the plate by loads on the two ends.
The effects of residual stresses in the plate were considered.
Residual stresses in the stiffener flange had previously been
found to have negligible effect on ultimate strength and thus
. were omitted. (9,11) As suggested by the use of an average
stress - edge strain relationship for the plate, variation of
strain through the plate thickness was neglected. Again,
materials were assumed to be elastic - perfectly plastic.
A computer program was developed to determine the ultimate
strength of stiffened panels based on the fundamental principles
described above and to extend the method to non-linear mate-
rials. (14) This program, unrestricted by plate dimensions or
material properties, was made possible by the adoption of:
1) Approximate numerical solution techniques.
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2) The assumptions made by Tsuiji exclusive of the
restriction on material properties.
-3) An extension of the description of plate behavior
by an average stress - edge strain relationship to
plates with small bit.
In the succeeding Chapters the equations and numerical
techniques of solution employed in the computer program are
developed. A brief description of the features of the program
and some recommendations for the most efficient use conclude
Part 1.
•
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2. NONDIMENSIONAL STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS FOR
THE COMPONENTS OF THE STIFFENED PANEL
2.1 Average Stress vs. Edge Strain Relationship - Assumptions
The average stress - edge strain relationship for the
plate, which may incl~de the effects of plate buckling and
residual stresses, shall be referred to as the effective
stress-strain relationship. The following assumptions are
fundamental to the establishment of this relationship:
1) Stresses in the plate are constant through the
thickness.
2) The elastic post-buckling behavior of plates with
large bIt can de described by the Koiter equation.
3) The inelastic post-buckling behavior of plates with
small bIt can be described by a constant stress
'equal to the average stress which exists when the'
membrane edge stress has reached the critical
buckling level. (The effect of residual stresses is
•
described in Article 2.4)
4) The inelastic post-buckling behav~or of plates with
large bIt' can be described by a constant stress
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equal to the average stress which exists when the
membrane edge stress has reached the yield level.
(The effect of residual stresses is described in
Article 2.5)
5) For materials which exhibit other than an ideally
. elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship, the
yield stress shall be defined by the 0.2 per cent
offset rule~
6) The plate may contain residual stresses in the
pattern shown in Fig. 2(b).
7) The residual stress pattern does not vary along the
panel length.
8) Lateral loads on the plate are small~ Neither the
buckling stress nor the post-buckling behavior of
the plate is significantly influenced by lateral load.
9) Strain reversal does not take plac@, In 0l:118r wc>l:di3,
a strain defines a corresponding stress uniquely.
10) The effect of shear deformations is negligible.
248.24
2.2 The Koiter Equation and Non-linear Materials
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The Koiter equation has been used with some confidence
to describe the elastic post-buckling behavior of plates for
which the stress-strain properties of the materials approach
h 1 · f 1 1· f· . (10,11,12) Thtee ast~c - per ect y p ast~c con ~gurat~on. e
computer program implicitly allows the same use for any material.
Experiments for which the load-shortening behavior of
plates has been recorded are in short supply, and the only
distinctly non-linear material for which such test results are
known to exist is aluminum. Ojalvo and Hull conducted tests on
. 24 S-T3 aluminum plates.. (4) The plates had aspect ratios of
4 and 8, and bIt ratios of 71, 91, 138, and 232. Botman and
~esseling tested plates of 24 S-T and 75 S-T aluminum. (2,3)
The aspect ratio was 4.7 and the bIt ratio variedfrom 51 to
124. Stein conducted a single test on a 2024-T3 aluminum allo~
plate. (5) The aspect ratio was 5.4 and the bIt ratio - 65.
Davidson found that the experimental results of Botman
and Besseling agreed -extremely well with the Koiter equation
and that the equation conservatively predicted the ultimate
load of the tests of Ojalvo and Hull for the plates in the
lower bIt range. (10) The plate tested by Stein·carried a load
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The Koiter equation is a product of elastic theory and
is not valid when inelastic action occurs. For non-linear
materials the demarcation is somewhat arbitrary. The 0.2
per cent offset rule has been adopted for this work to define
the yield stress. Plate response is based on an assumption
after the onset of inelastic action. That more experim~ntal
evidence shall prove useful to validate the inelastic post-
buckling behavior of plates and the point at which inelastic
behavior begins is self-evident.
2.3 Plate Buckling Stress
The behavior of the plate component is assumed to be
that of·a rectangular plate simply supported on all its edges
and lOD,cled in its middle plnne by forces uniformly distributed
along two opposite sides. The side edges are assumed to remain
straight although they are free to move. When loaded in compres-
sion, the plate eventually arrives at an unstable condition and
buckling occurs. This critical value of the compressive stress is
248.24
given by
where
•
K = buckling coefficient
E = tangent modulus of elasticityt
V= Poisson's ratio
b = plate width
t = plate thickness
-12
(2.1)
The length of the plate is the length of the panel. Since
the length to width ratio for longitudinally stiffened panels
is usually greater than 3, the value of K is approximately
equal to 4. Therefore
2
($ = 11 Et
cr 3(1 _~2)(b/t)2
A plate shall be said to have a small bIt ratio if
(2.2)
Numerical Determination of cr . Let Fig. 3 depict an
cr
example stress-strain curve for the material of the plate.
The curve is describ~d by points with coordinates (6,f) spaced
so that the curve is adequately described by linear segments
connecting the'points. A table of coordinates containing Np
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entries, the first of which represents the extreme positive
. point and the roth of which is the (0,0) coordinate, shall
represent the curve numerically.
The yield st,ress, bit, and V are known values. Et is
not known analytically, but can be determined segmentally from
the table of coordinates. The numerical solution for d can
cr
be obtained as follows:
1) - Starting with i=m, calculate E
t
for the straight line
, segment connecting the i and i-l points.
ri. 1 - 6.
Et
l- l (2.4)=
c. 1 - E .l- , l
2) Calculate C5 with Eq. 2.2 .
cr
3) If cr· lies between C5. 1 and 6., then CS is the
cr l- l cr
buckling stress; if not, then i should be reduced
by 1 and ($ recalculated.
cr
Steps 1) through 3) are continued until the condition of step 3)
is satisfied.
The flow diagram of Fig. 5 illustrates the programmed
procedure. Notice the extra steps required because of the
discontinuities in Et at points. The flow diagram also includes
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the comparison of 0.. with CS which classifies the plate as
cr y
one with either large or small bit, where d is the yield stressy .
of the material of the plate. The nondimensiona1izi~gpara-
meters d and 6, discussed in detail later, take on different
00'
values according to' the classification.
2.4 Plates With Small bit
When stresses are less than the buckling stress, the
'effective stress-strain curve for a plate with no residual
stresses will coincide with the material stress-strain curve.
This coincidence ceases after the plate buckles. Due to the
lack of test results to establish the behavior of the plate
after buckling (an inelastic phenomenon), the average stres~
is assumed to remain equal to the buckling stress .
•
The effect of residual stresses is two-fold. Equation 2.2
is applicable only to plates subjected to uniform compression.
With residual stresses the stress distribution is not uniform.
However, the tensile residual stress zones are narrow compared
to the compressive zone and located at the plate edges. Thus,
it is assumed that the effect of tensile residual stresses on
the buckling stress is negligible and that the plate buckles
when the sum of the. compressive residual stress and the eKter-
ma11y applied stress is equal to the buckling stress. The
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second effect is in the deviation of the effective stress-
strain curve from the material stress-strain curve for stresses
less than the buckling stress.
Numerical Development of the Effective Stress-Strain
Curve for Plates with Small bit. Let the curve of Fig. 3
describe the stress-strain properties of the plate material.
For the given bit and V, 6 has been found to be largercr .
than C5. Residual stresses are as shown in Fig .. 2(b).
Y
For a zero externally applied force, the integral of
residual stresses across the width of the plate will be zero.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the location of. residual stresses on
the stress-strain curve. The vertical line 1 locates the
compressive residual strain, line 2 the externally applied
strain, and line 3 the tensile residual strain.
When an external compressive force is applied to the
plate the location of the vertical lines shifts to the right
DB shown in Fig. 6(1:». The ,Hmm)fJiol1o At1 and A~2 are conDcant.
Therefore, the plate can be symbolically loaded by shifting the
location of the three vertical lines as a unit across the
original stress-strain curve. For each position of the line
"
unit, the strain located by line 2 and·the calculated effective
248.24
stress (the average externally applied stress) comprise
-16.
coordinates of a point on the effective stress-strain curve.
It is desirable that the effective stress-strain curve
retain as much information as is contained in the original
stress-strain curve. This is accomplished by calculating the
effective stress for each location of line 2 for which either
line 1 or 3 intersects the stress-strain curve at a point.
If N denotes the number of points in the stress-strain curve,p
then the effective stress-strain curve may contain as many as
2(N -1) points.p
As the plate is loaded in compression, eventually 6
max
(Figs. 6(a). and 6(b)) will equal C5 (Fig. 4) at which ·point
. cr
the plate buckles. The post-buckling behavior is described
by the effective stress which exists at this point. This
assumption is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The" equations of equilibrium developed in succeeding ,
I
sections contain stresses and strains in nondimensional form.
The effective stress-strain curve will be most convenient if
•it is expressed in the same form. To this end, parameters do
and ~ have been adopted for nondimensionalizing. In the
o
interest of compatibility with past work, the following values
248.24
are assigned to ,< andUo E :o
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For plates with small bit
For plates with large bit
•
{
c5 = 6
o y
Eo = €~
=6
cr
The flow diagrams of Figs. 7, 8, 'and 9 describe the
manner in which the effective, nondimensional stress-strain
curve for plates with small bit is developed in the computer
program.
2.5 Plates With Large bit
The effective stress-strain curve for large bit plates
is developed'in a manner identical to that for small bit
plates for stresses less than the buckling stress. However,
since the buckling stress is less than the yield stress, the
post-buckling behavior of the plate includes an elastic range.
An adequate, and suitably general, desc~iption of the
behavior of the plate in the post-buckling range has not been
complete because of the absence of either test results or
theory for deformations beyond the ultimate loads. Thus, it
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was assumed that for plate panels with large slengerness ratios
the compression branch of the average stress - edge strain
curve consists of three distinct parts as shown in Fig. 10:
1) The pre-buckled part for which the plate average
stress - edge strain curve may differ from the
material stress-strain curve only to the extent of
the residual stresses (curve OAor OA').
2) The elastic post-buckling region defined by the
•
Koiter equation between the buckling stress and the
ultimate stress (curve AB or A'B').
3) The post-yield region for which it is assumed that
the plate will continue to carry the ultimate average
stress (curve- BC or B'C').
Experiments have shown that it -is reasonable to assume
that the ultimate average stress in a plate with no residual
stresses is equal to the average stress which exists when the
membrane edge stress has reached the yield level. However, if
residual stresses exist in the pattern of Fig. 2(b), initial
yielding will occur at points A. For this condition the
ultimate average stress is influenced by both the reduction in
buckling stress and the location of first yield.
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The Koiter equation gives the nondimensional average
stress in the plate as a function of the strain at the connec-
tion with the stiffener (edge strain).
where
f 0.6
= 1.2(~)
t cr
f . 0.2 € -0.2
0.65(~) . + 0.45(~)
fcr tcr
(2.5)
Op = average stress
f p = edge strain
As the stress distribution in the plate is unknown, it has
been assumed to be parabolic. (11) With this assumption a
relationship between the strain at the stiffener and the ulti-
mate· average stress in the plate (determined by first yielding)
can be written.
(Ep )
f cr u
(2.6)
If Eq. 2.5 is rewritten
( 0.2 . (-0.2
0.65(.....L) + O.45(~)
~cr u t cr u
(2.7)
then the ultimate average stress in the plate can be obtained
by solving Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 simultaneously.
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Numerical Development of the Effective Stress-Strain
Curve for Plates with Large bl t. From the given bl t, V, and
table of coordinates for points representing the stress-strain
curve, a has been calculated and found to be less than 0 .
cr y
Residual stresses may exist.
When the maximum stress in the plate is less than the
buckling stress, the calculation of the coordinates of the
points representing the effective stress-strain· curve is
carried out as described in Article 2.4. At some point in the
development of the compression branch, the maximum stress will
be equal to the buckling stress (Fig. 11) and the plate will
buckle.
The elastic post-buckling region is described by the
Koiter equation. The upper limit of validity for this equation
is given by the (dp)u1t and «(r)u obtained from Eqs. 2.6 and
2.7. For compatibility with equations developed for solution
by numerical techniques, the Koiter equation is not· retained in
analytical form. Instead, the elastic post-buckling region is
described by several coordinates calculated using Eq. 2.5 .
The inelastic post-buckling region consists of constant
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The flow diagram of Fig. 12 illustrates the programmed
version of the above described procedure. The final result is
a table of coordinates representing points of the nondimen-
sional, effective stress-strain curve for the plate with
large bIt.
2.6 The Stiffener
The stiffener has a symmetrical cross section about its
web. In addition, the dimensions are restricted so that the
stiffener components will not buckle before the ultimate load
of the stiffened panel is reached, and. the effect of residual
'stresses is neglected. Therefore, the 'leffectiv~' stress-strain
table for the stiffener is the stress-strain. table for the
~aterial of the stiffener. For convenience, the table is
nondimensionalized by Q ~d
o
E , where these parameters take
o
on the values as discussed previously.
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3. MOMENT - CURVATURE - AXIAL LOAD RELATIONSHIP
3.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions influence the'development of
the moment - curvature - axial load relationship:
1) The cross section is idealized as shown in Fig.2(a).
-2) The plate remains flat and its load-deformation
characteristics are described by the effective
stress-strain relationship.
3) The cross section remains plane and normal to the
centroidal axis after deformations.
4) The axial load is applied at the Gentroid of the
cross section.
The sign convention used is:
1) '. Bending moment M and curvature C/J are positive if they
tend to cause compression in the plate.
2) Stress and strain are positive in compression.
3) Compressive axial loads are positive.
3.2 Basic Equations
Assumption 2) above states that the strain distribution
in the cross section is always linear. Figure 13 illustrates
such a distribution, where
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Ep1 = effective (edge) strain in the plate
ffl = strain in the stiffener flange
d = stiffener depth
0< d = distance from the plate to the centroid of
the cross section
The' moment M and the axial load N are shown in the positive
directions. They are obtained by integrating stresses over
,the cross section.
N = SddA
A
M = ) d zdA - Ncxd
A
From Eq. 3.1
and from Eq. 3.2
where
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
°pi = effective (average) stress in the plate
°fl = stress in the stiffener flange
A = area of the platep
Af = area of the stiffener flange
t = stiffener web thickness
w
z = parameter specifying distance from the plate
~ = stiffener stress at location zU z
248.24
The curvature 0 is given by
-24
(3.5)
Equations 3.3,3.4, and 3.5 can be nondimensionalized in the
following fonn:
N
N ;= N
o
(3.6)
and
(3.7)
where
- 0o = ~
o
(3.8)
A = t d
w w
z
z = -d
o
(3.9 a)
(3.9b)
and N , M , C5, ( , 0 , and d are, for the moment, arbitrary
o 0 0 000
nondimensionalizing parameters.
Selection of the values for the nondimensionalizing
parameters was done to produce greatest consistency with
previous work and/or to produce parameters which have been
shown to have an effect on the ultimate strength of the
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Kondo has concluded that the cross-sectional parameters
:'st and :f have an effect .on the ultimate strength (9), where
p st
·(3. 11)
Wi,th Eqs. 3.10, Eqs. 3.6,3.7, and 3.8 can be rewritten.
. 1
N = k 1 ap1 + k 2 aU + k 3So adz
1
M = k 2 crfR + k 3 ) 0 C5 Zdz - ex N
(3. 12)
(3.13 )
(3.14)
where
. (3. 15a)1k 1 = 1 + A t/A
s p
•
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A A
k = ~(--L)k
2 A A t 1p s
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(3.l5b)
A A .
_f_)(~)k
A tAls p
(3.l5c)
- C5 zC5. =-
(fo
(3.l5d)
The nondimensional distance from the plate to the centroidal
axis of the cross section can also be expressed in terms of
these parameters.
~ A 0 A
0( = k --ll(l + _f_)k
2 A A 1
P st
(3.16)
Notice that now stresses and strains for both the plate and·
the stiffener are in the nondimensional, "effective" forms
that were developed in Articles 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6.
Equations 3.12 through 3.16 and the functions
(3·.l7a)
(3.l7b)
represented by the tables of stress-strain coordinates from
Chapter 2 are sufficient to calculate a moment-curvature
relationship for a given axial load N.
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3.3 Development of the Moment - Curvature - Axial Load
Relationship
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All of the methods which have been used for the deter-
mination of the moment - curvature - axial load relationship
may be classified as analytical (restricted to extremely simple
cross sections), graphical or semi-graphical, or semi-numerical
(cross section is divided into sub-areas so that in each
sub-area the analytical integration can be easily done). In
all cases the application has been restricted to the elastic -
. perfectly plastic relationship between stress and strain.
The method developed here for the computer program is
totally numerical and is believed to be original. I twas
developed assuming that the program would be used in high
-speed comp~ters because theoeffort of compiling tables of
analytical equations for all possible equilibrium configurations
(required by the above methods) has been transferred to the
computer to carry out simple, but time consum~ng, numerical
procedures. The method allows the use of any stress-strain
relationship and only minor modifications would be required
to extend its use to cross sections and residual stress patterns
different from ~hose illustrated by Figs. 2(~) and 2(b).
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The problem is to determine M and ¢ for a given value
of N and some specified strain (hereafter, this reference
strain shall always be the edge strain in the plate, / )c p1 .
-If the moment-curvature relationship developed is to be useful
then N should be the axial load in the stiffened panel. Due
to lateral loading, however, N varies along the length of the
panel, and it would seem that an infinite number of moment-
curvature relationships is required. Fortunately, numerical
results have shown that for the magnitudes of lateral load
encountered on ship hulls the axial load N at any point in the
stiffened panel differs only neglibly (less than 0.05 per cent)
from the load P applied to the panel ends. Therefore, t:he
moment-curvature relationship for N, where
N = P
is used for the entire structure.
(3.18)
3.3.1 Limits on the Nondimensional, Effective Stress-Strain
Curves
The algorithm developed for calculating the M-¢-N
relationship can be relatively free from complications if it
is assumed that the tables of coordinates representing the
behavior of plate and stiffener are always delivered in some
standard form. That standatd form includes the requirement
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that all coordinates be usable. Let us see how some coordinates
>._.
of the effective stress-strain tables (as developed in
Chapter 2) may not be usable.
The computer program user prepares input tables of
coordinates which adequately describe the material properties.
The extent of a table (from the largest strain to the smallest
strain) is arbitrary; however, the computer can make no
assumptions about the behavior of the material outside the
limits of the tables. These limits are retained in the
nondimensiona1, effective stress-strain tables.
Let Fig. 14 i11ustrateathe nondimensiona1, effective
stress-strain curves which result from the procedures advanced
in Chapter 2, where (6'f,:£f) denote the nondimensiona1 coordinates
for the stiffener. N and N are the current number of pointsp s
describing the curves for the plate and stiffener. Assume for
a given N and fp.f ' say
Ep1 =
~a
= (Ep) ato
that the Eq. 3.12 is satisfied when
Ef1
( tf)b
(ff)b=-- =Eo
(se~ point a in'Fig. 14)
Then that portion of the plate stress-strain curve for strains
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greater than (fp)a is useless as long as N remains constant
because stiffener flange strains smaller than (Ef)b would be
required to satisfy Eq. 3.12. Those strains are not available.
Similarly, for the same N, some strain (6p) c can be found so
that Eq. 3.12 is satisfied when ~fl is equal to (ff)d' Then
that portion of the plate stress-strain curve for strains
less than (f) is of no use. Situations could just as easilyp c
arise where portions of the stiffener stress-strain curve
would be found useless.
These limits are automatically located by the computer
program, and the nondimensional, effective stress-strain curves
are reduced to the useful regions. For the remainder of this
Chapter it will be assumed that all coordinates are useful,
,and that the coordinates have been re-indexed starting with 1
at the largest permissible strain and ending with Np or Nf at
the smallest permissible strain.
Notice that the limits on strains result in limits on
curvature. These limits are denoted by 0" and 0"
max min'
Af
and -- are known,A
st
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3.3.2 Numerical Techniques
A
stThe cross-sectional dimensions A
p
and the tables of coordinates, (Op'(p) and (crf'(f)' for the
components of the stiffened panel have been developed. P is
given and it is desired that
N = P (3.19)
The moment-curvature relationship for the given axial load is ;
developed by assigning values to f over the full range of
Pi .
allowable values, (€ )1 to (E )N ' and for each solving Eqs. 3.12;
p . p p .
3.13, and 3.14. The user of the computer program inputs a
number NM~ which determines the number· of coordinates (M,0) to
be calculated. The computer program automatically distributes
the coordinates in equal increments of curvature over the full
·-range between ~ and 0' . ..
max m~n
A single coordinate is calculated by:
1) Assigning a value to Ep1 .
2) Determining Ef1 by trial and error so that N is
su~ficiently close to P, in other words, so that
IN - pl~ 'rP
where N is calculated from Eq. 3.12 and I is
a tolerance factor.
(3.20)
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3) Solving Eqs. 3.13 and 3.14 for M and 0.
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The algorithm developed to carry out these three steps shall
Let ( be some "arbitrary plate
Pi
and let f (see Fig. 14) be
e
be introduced by an example.
strain between «()l and (f )N
. p. P
P
the required stiffener flange strain so that N = P. Since (
e
is unknown, assumption of uniform strain over the entire
cross section is as reasonable a first estimate as any other,
so that
This strain condition is illustrated in Fig. l5(a). From
Eq. 3.12
o
(3.22)
A check would disclose that the condition of Eq. 3.20 fails
for this example, and that
Thus, the des ired f il
be" concentrated in the
(N - p) > 0
is less than f
Pi
strain range f
. pi
(3.23)
and the search shall
The stiffener stress-strain coordinates are temporarily
re-indexed starting with l' and ending with N ' as shown by
. s
the primed numbers i~ Fig. 14. If N had been less than P, then
the re-indexing would have begun at ff = f and proceeded in
. Pi
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the positive direction.
The next logical assumption for f U is
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The strain distribution is shown in Fig. l5(b). From Eq. 3.12
For simplicity, let Eq. 3.25 be rewritten
(3.26 )
•
where it is understood that O. and f. refer to the re-indexed
~ ~
(primed) stiffener stress-strain coordinates (the same simpli-
fication has been made 'in Fig. 15).
To deduce the general form of Eq. 3.26 let ££j undergo
several reductions~ For f il = E3 (see Fig. l5(c))
(3. 27)
For (U = (4 (see Fig. l5(d))
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(3.28 )
(3.29)
The general equation for N for the i th reduction in (i.e is
i
clearly -c - - - -~l(crn+On+l)(~n+l-tn)
N = kl<Jp1 +k2<S"i+1+~k3
Equation 3.29 with the condition of Eq. 3.20 constitutes the
numerical equivalent of Eqs. 3.12 and 3.19. As Eq. 3.29 is
repeatedly used for increasing i, eventually either the condition
of Eq. 3.20 shall be satisfied (an unlikely occurrence) or
(N - P) -<: 0 (3.30)
The second event would occur for the example when the index
i reached n' (see Fig. 14), in which case
( ·+1< ( < (.1: e ~ (3.31)
By making use of (N - P)vs. tif relationships~ the trial and
error process is continued by adjusting f£p within the interval
given by Eq. 3.31 until N - P is as small as desired.
When {~ has been determined to satisfaction (the axial
load is balanced), then the strain range in the cross section
248.24
is known.
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Figure l6(a) illustrates that range isolated from
the stiffener stress-strain curve. The coordinate indexing
is identical to the primed indexing of Fig. 14 with one
exception; a new coordinate has been created at ( and indexed
e
n+l. Figure l6(c)' shows the strains and stresses in the
cross section.
The contribution to M made by the typical stress block
of Fig. 16 (b) is
(3.32)
The total contribution of the stiffener web is obtained by
summing all stress block contributions. With some rearrangement
Finally
M ~O(N - k 20-'=1I - M .~ ,web
(3.33)
(3.34)
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(3.35)
The curvature is obtained from Eq. 3.14.
The detailed 'flow diagram of Fig. 17 illustrates the
. general algorithm of th~ computer program for developing the
moment-curvature relationship.
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4. ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF THE STIFFENED PANEL
'4.1 Introduction
-37
With the moment-curvature relationship for a given axial
load kno~p, the length of the stiffened panel for which the
·'1 '
co~bination of axial and lateral loading is ultimate can be
determined. The moment-curvature relationship-depended on the
shape of· the cross section, the axial load, the t·esidual stresses,
and the material properties; the panel length for which the given.
loads are ultimate loads depends on the moment-curvature relation-.·
ship, the lateral loading, and the boundary 90nditions. The
problem is to determine this ultimate panel length.
For a given loading system, the length-deformation charac-'~
teristic'of a structure becomes a curve on a length-deformation
plot,which rises to a maximum point and then falls off with the.
weakening of the section due to yielding. A typical length-de--
formation curve which conforms to the general configuration
encountered for stiffened panels is shown is Fig. '21, where L
is the column length and '/)0 is the maximum curvature (the curva-
ture at' the panel mid-point when boundary conditions are identi-
cal at both en~s) ... The curve represents equilibrium points
.,- .
which may be stable or unstable. A unique curve would be obtained
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for a given combination of axial and lateral loads and for a
given boundary condition.
,The criterion to define the column length'for which the
.'
given loads are ult.imate loads was explained by Kondo in terms
of the length-deformation characteristic. It ,can be expressed.
by
C~~o)P=constant - a
q=constant
(4.1)
where P is the axial load applied to the ends of the column
and q is the uniformly distributed lateral loading. In Fig. 21,
the point of zero gradient is designated by Eq. 4.1 as the tran.,.
sition point from stable to unstable equilibrium and L is-
. . max
the ultimate column length (the column length for which the
given loads are ultimate). Determination of,Lis accom-
max
.. I.
plished by calculating the length-deformation Gurve and locating
the point of zero gradient.
Numerically, the length-deformation curve. is constructed
by repetively determining the panel length as the mid-point
curvature is assigned different values. In the following
. -
Articles the equations involved in determining the panel length
a.nd the techniques of solution are presented.
248.24
4.2 Basic Equations
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Shown in Fig. 22 is a stiffened panel subjected to the
axial load P and a line load of magnitude qb, where q is the.
uniformly distributed lateJ;i=d lo.ading on the plate and b is,
the pla.te width. A;\typical panel segment of infinitesimal
length ds appears' in Fig. 23. Th,e equil~brium equations for··
the segment are
dH = qb ds sin9 (4.2)p
dV = qb ds cos9 (4.3)p
.dM = -Bsin9ds - Vcos9ds ~~qb ds dsp (4.4)
Since ·o{d is the dist'ance from the centroidal axis to the
plate
ds -(1 - 0~d)dsp (4.5)
Neglecting terms of higher order, Eqs. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4
become
dH = (1 - ~~d)qbsin9ds 'fJ
dVds = (1 - 0~d)qbcos9
dM - -Hsin9 - Vcos9ds -
.' ...
'1 ;',
.(4.6)
.. , . . .-., ".~ .' -..,
(4.7)
(4.8)
cos9 =
where
sin9 -Ex
- ds
dx
ds
(4.9)
(4.10)
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The curvature 0 is given by
o= dG
ds
-40
(4.11)
After rearranging and nondimensiona1izing, Eqs. 4.6 through .
4.11 become
(4.12)
dy = sinG
ds
(4. 13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
dx
~=ds
dG
ds
cosG (4.16)
(4.17)
where
H = H/N
o
V = V/N
o
M = M/M
o
s = s/J.. 0
x = x/1. o
y = Y/.R. o
(4.18a)
(4.18b)
(4.. 18c)
(4.18d)
(4.18e)
(4.18f)
(4.18g)
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All of the nondimensionalizing parameters (denoted by the
subscript, 0) except .J. are given by Eqs., 3.10. If
0
1 0 = r (4.19)..
where r if) the radius-of gyration of the cross section, and if
kS
r
= - E
,d 0
k6
= qbr
(fA
0
k,!
0<
= rid,
k8
r
= - d
then
dH k(l k d9) ~,
-= = -ds 6 7 ds ds '
dV k6 (1 k d9)
dx
--= = -ds 7 ds ds
dM k (H ~ + V dX)
, ' --= =ds 8 ds ds
d9
kS0-=ds
4.3 Numcrical Intcgrl1tion
(4.20a)
(4.20b)
(4.20c)
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
F · 24 h h .th 1 f f" 1 h1.gure sows t e 1. pane segment 0 1.n1.te engt ~s.
Forces and dimensions are in the nondimensional form developed
above. The variation of the curvature within the segment is not
known. Assuming that it is constant, at the location z in the
248.24
segment the curvature is
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(4.2S)
Then, from Eq. 4.24
f/J·+1-0. 2
= G. + kS( f/J •Z + ~ 1; 1; z )1; 1; AS (4.26)
From Eqs. 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23 the stress resultants at loca-
tion Z are
H(z) = H.+k6[(y-y.)+k7 (cos8-cos8.)]1; 1; 1;
V(z) = V.+k6[(x-x.)-k7 (sin8-sin8.)]1; 1; 1;
= M.+k8 (H. -k6k7cos8.) (y-y . )+(V.+k6k7sin8.) (x-x.)1; r 1; 1; 1; . 1; 1; 1;
. +J,k6[ (y-yi) 2+(x-xi ) 2]}
(4.27)
(4.28) .
(4.29)
. From Eq. 4.1S
where
5
s .+z .1; -
Y-Yi = _ sinGds
s.1;
(4.30)
sin8 = sin(8.+68) = sin8.cosA8 + cos8.sinA81; 1; 1;
Since A8 is small, let
cosA8 = 1
Then
. )Z - sz -- 0i +1-0i -2 -y-y. = sin8. dz+kScos8. .(f/J. z + ~ = z) dz
1; 1; . 1; 1; .As
o 0
or
- . - z2 1 0i+1-f/Ji -3y-y. = zS1;n8.+kScosQ.(0. -2 + -6 z )1; 1; 1; 1; As
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
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Similarly
x-x i
-2 1 0.+,1- 0 . 3
• - Z 1: 1.-
= zcosQ. - kSs1.nQ.(0. -2 + -6 ' z)1. 1. 1. ~s ' ' (4.3S)
4.3.1 The Numerical Technigue for 'Determining Ultimate Strength
Let the stress resultants H. and V. and also the geometric1.' 1.
Parameters 0'.. Q.",i. , ,y., and s. be known quantities. , M." is
, 1.' 1.' 1. 1. 1. 1.
also known because the moment~curvature relationship is equiva-
lent to
M. = f(0.,N.) (4.36),1. 1. 1.
where N. is the axial load at "point i1.,
N. = H.cosQ. - V.sinQ.1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
It is desired to calculate these:parameters at the panel
location si+l'
{4.37)
Let the ,segment length.6.s be small so that the assumptions
of Eqs. 4.2S~ 4.32, and 4.33 ' create no problems, and let zoe
equal to AS. The curvature 0i+ l is unknown and must be ob-
tnlt'led by tria.! and error. frry
where 0a is an assumed value. From Eq. 4.26 '
o+0.
Qi+l = Q. + kS(
a 1.) D.s
1. 2
, (4.38)
'(4.39)
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From Eqs. 4.34 and 4.35 •
I
-44 ,
(4.40)
and from Eq. 4.29
Mi+l - Mi + k S~(Hi - k6k 7cosG i)l\Y + (Vi + k6k 7cosG i)l\X
+~k6 (~y~2,.+b.X2)](4.42)
The curvature Gorresponding to Mi+l can be located in the
. moment-curvature table, in other" words.
'/Jc = f(Mi+l,N)
where 0
c
denotes a calculated 0i+1. ,It is desired that
(4.43)
o = 0
c a
. (4.44)
If a discrepancy exists, then the iterative solution for 0i+l
is accomp'lished by setting '0a equal to. 0c ' recalculating·
Eqs. 4.39 through 4.43, and readjusting 0 if necessarY'until
. a
Eq. 4.44 is satisfied (or nearly so). Then
and
,.
R = R. + k6[L\Y + k7(cos9.+l-cosQ.)]~l 1 ,~1
(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)'
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The panel length', and deflections at s = si+l are'
s = s. +'Asi+l ~
= x. +.Ax
~
-45
(4.48)
(4.49)
(4.50)
In preparation for solving the equilibrium equations for
the succeeding panel segment, the initial values are updated.
s. = si+l -(4. Sla)~
x. = xi+l ' -·(4.Slb)~
y.
= Yi+l (4.Slc)~
Hi = Hi+l ' '(4.Sld)
--
Vi = Vi+ l ' (4.Sle)
M. = Mi+l (4.Slf)~
9. = 9.+1 (4.Slg)~ , 1:
~i= ~i+l (4.Slh)
4.3.2 Initial Values
The s~epwise integration procedure'can be commenced only
after the values for the stress resultants and geometric para-
meters at the panel mid-point have been specified•. Designating
mid-point' values by the superscript 0"
-0 -H = P , , (4.S2a)
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-0 0y =
-0 0x =
-0 0's =
:...46
(4.52b)
(4.52c)
(A. 52d)
For a structure whose ~qading edges have identical boundary
conditions
i
> (4.53)
. -0 .
The curvature '/J. isarb.itr~y. The calculated L for . any
-0
'/J constitutes a single coordinate of the panel length-deforma-
tion curve.
4.3.3 Boundary Conditions·
Numerical work has been done for only two boundary condi-
tions - pinned ends and fixed ends. The pinned end condition
-is defined by ze~omoment
M = 0
.~..... ' "." .
(4.54)
and the fixed end condition byze~o slope
e = 0
'4.3.4 Ultimate Condition
·(~.55)
The instabiiity criterion is given by Eq. 4. L ·I~ nondi-
mensional,form the equation is
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(4.56)( dL) "- , - 0d0° P=constant-
, k6=constant.
The stepwise integration procedure is carried'out for each
-0 '
assumed 0k , produc~ng an Lk .
then eventually
" -0 -0If each 0k+1 is larger th~n 0k ,
Lk_2<'Lk~1 > ~ , .(4.57)
The value of 00 for which Eq. 4.56 is satisfied lies between
-0 -0 - -00k- 2 and 0k~ A quadratic function'~elatingLand 0 canthen
be used to more closely approximate L
max
The stepwise integration" procedure is time cqn,sw;ning. even
in very high speed computers •
•
-0To reduce ~henumber of 0 's that
must be aS'sumed before the condition of Eq. 4.57 occurs, the
numerical results of all past work,'have been studied. 'The re-
'suIt noted '~s that a small range of curvatures encompassing
the desired 00 can almost always be determined by
,
where the 'function f refers to the,moment-curvature-axial load
relationship, M is the maximum moment in the moment-curva- I
, max
ture relationship, and f isa value which varies between 0.90
and 0.95. When the materials of the stiffened panel exhibit
non-linear stress-strain relationships, M usually does not'
, max
correspond to the maximum curvature in the moment-c~rvature
248.24
table. •
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The flow diagram' of Fig. 25 illustrates the programmed
versiono'fthe procedure for determining ultimate strength.
4.3.5. Errors in Stepwise Integration
The error arising from. the assumption ..t:h.at._the. axial l,.oad
N is 'everywhere equal to the 10ad'P applied to the panel ends
has been discussed in Art,icle 3.3. . Other· error sources will be
. considered here.
Integration .errors which are a function of the segment
length have been investigated in some detail by Kondo. (9) The
computer program automatically adjusts the segment· length so
·that the total error in L arisin& from the segment length is
less than 0.05 per' cent.
-0As-rJJ approaches the ultimate condition of Eq. 4.56, the
initial sta.ges of the stepwise. integration procedure involves
I
utilizing the moment-curvature relationship in that region
for which
elM
drJJ « I
Therefore, small errors in M are amplified in the corresponding
15~ Figure 28(a) illustrates the moment-curvature relationship.
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which was calculated for a sample problem (only approximately
10 per cent of the calculated coordinates are shown). The
broken lines represent possible true curves which would have
resulted without the inevitable errors in the approximate
numerical development of the moment-curvature relationship.
The length-deformation curves of Fig. 28(b) show-the
effects of the modifications. Large differences occur-only
in the unstable branch. Errors from this source are negligible
-0if the band of '/J 's corresponding to the condition-of Eq. 4.57
is small. The computer program continually narrows- thi"s band
until the difference between L
max
as determined by_quadratic
approximation and the L resulting from re-integration
max
-0
starting with the corresponding '/Jis less than 0.005 per cent .
•
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5. THE COMPUTER· PROGRAM
5.1 . Purpose
Making use of· the equations and techniques described in
the preceding Chapters, the computer program· described by
Ref. 14 can, for a beam-column with given cross-sectional di-
mens ions , material properties, loads, and boundary conditions,
produce the column length for which the applied loads· are
ultimate. The program was specifically designed· for efficient
mass production of computed data from which design charts may
be constructed. Also ~~reseen is the possibility ~hat the
.. :'
program may be incorporated into a comprehensive computer sys-
tem for-design of ship structures.
5.2 Error Detection System
The ·program contains an automatic error detection system
which can discern the severity' of the error and make decisions
accordingly. Error me$sages inform the user of the location
of the ·error and the probable cause.
Most errors· originate in the input data, and usually the
source is an inadequate extent of a table of coordinates of
248.24
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points describing materiai stress-strain properties. ·To assure
that the tables contain enough information to calculate a col-
umn length, the following rules are suggested:,
1) ,For the material of the plate, supply stress-strain
coordinates over the strain range from +6~ (compres-y
sion) to -3f(tension)~y .
2) For the material of the stiffener, supply'stress-
strain coordinates over the strain range from +156
, . Y
(compression) to' -6f (tension).
. . y
5.3 Controllable Errors Arising from the Numerical Techniques
In calculating a single-column length by the numerical
techniques presented, several iterative loops must be negoti-
. ated by the computer. The general scheme for acceptance of a .
solution produced by trial and error is that a calculated
..
parameter' must be very nearly equal to the initially assumed
value. This can be expressea by
IFa - Fcl===Y}(Fc
. where F is the assumed'value of some parameter F 'F is the
a ' c
calculated value,· and the product 'YJ{ determines how equal
"very nearly equal" means. Values' for, -1, which were assigned
according to the calculation being made, are a permanent part
'.,; ','
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of the computer program. The user inputs r. Increased accu-
racy obtained by reducing I is accompanied by increased run-
ning times. As a suggestion, when r is equa~ to 0.002 the
total error in panel length arising from all sources of error
in the numerical technique shall be less than approximately
LOper cent.
5.4 Recommendations for Efficient Use
The program is most efficient when used in the manner for
which it was designed, in. other words, for mass data production.
The input parameters which describe· geometry and loads· 'are the
parameters which have been found to have an effect on- ultimate
b
and t need not be calculated individually for
. .. ·r d
For mass data production, parameters such as d' t'strength.
·A A
,f . st gbr
A 'A 'd A'
st p y
specific values of d, A, .cJ
Y
', b, t, etc. Instead, re.alistic
ranges-for the parameters should be determined and the para-
meters allowed to take on several specific values within the
range.
For the best efficiency the user should be familiar with
the order in which computations are carried out. The following
information may prove useful for both estimating and reducing
.j
computer. time:
...• ':.i· ." .
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I), Every change in plate dimension (~), residual stresses
C5rc art- '(---,---), yield stress for the plate material (cr ),
~ ~ " y
Poisson's ratio (y), or material properties (0', E ta-
bles) requires that the program start at the beginning.
-At the beginning means at the point where the nondi-
- merisional, effective stress-strain tables are devel-
oped. Typically, 2-3 seconds are required to· develop
*these tables.
However, the program can'loop through as
. , .
P((5 A)
y
developed.,'
"',' A A
Every change in cross section (Af 'Ast ) and axial load
st p
requires that a new moment-curvature table be
2)
many combinations of these three parameters as the
user desires without computing again the effective
, stress-strain tables. T¥P~cally, 5-6 seconds are re-
i(
: quired to build a moment-curvature table.-
tables described above.
3) qbrChanges only in lateral ,load (0' A) do not ,affect the
y
Specification of lateral load
I I
completes a problem definition and 2-3 seconds are l re-
quired to., produce the pair of'cc:>lumn lengths,corre'"
.' I ',: ••
, ' , ",,' i(
sponding to,' pinned '~nds and fixed ends.
* Note: All running d ..Irles', ar'e given for the IBM 360/65 machine.
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PART II. TEST SIMULATION AND CONCLUSIONS, '
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The method of analysis presented in Part'I i~ based on
several assumptions. Most of these assumptions either restrict
the type of structure that can be analyzed or require the
acceptance of s~all computational errors which arise from
numerical techniques.' However, one assumption was required
due to the lack of test results and demands special attention
because its effect on the results of analysis is uncertain.
That assumption, referred to in the remainder of this report
as "the assumption", is:
The behavior of the plate component in alongitudi-
nally stiffened panel shall be represented by an average
stress - edge strain relationship. For plates with
large'b/t, the inelastic post-buckling ,portion of this
relationship is described by a constant stress ,equal to
the average stress which exists at the time ,of first yield.
To what degree is the calculated strength of stiffened
panels influenced by this assumption? Until test 'results or
an exact "theoretical solution' become available the- question
cannot be answered with finality. Fortunately, the computer
program has made an investigation of the theoretical limits of
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the influence possible. Such an investigation has been carried
out here for the range of problems encompassed by, the·. d~sign
nomographs of Ref. 12.
The investigation is separable into two parts:'
1). The determination of the combinations of parameters
•for which the assumption has no effect on the ultimate
panel strength. This determination was accomplished
by a study of 'the data computed to construct the nomo-
graphs and is described in Chapter 6.
2) ',For problems for which the assumption does have an
effect, the determination of the magnitude of,the error
,introduced. For several different sets of parameters
describing geometry and loading, the average stress -
edge strain relationship representing the plate be-
'havior was allowed to vary in the possiblerB:Uge be-
tweericonsidered limits, and the results were compared'
to the ultimate stren,gth which would result 'from the
use of the designnomographs.
described ,in Chapter 7.
This ,test simulation is
.,' ,
'\ ;.
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6. A STUDY OF COMPUTED DATA
Let the edge strain which' corresponds to the initial
yielding in the plate be denoted by (f ) , wherep u
(
E = ~
,P f cr
(6.1)
If the assumption is to have any effect on the analysis of a
stiffened panel subjected to ultimate loads, an edge strain
greater than (E) must exist at some location along the panel.p u '
Positive moments produce positive plate strains (plate in com-
pression); the largest positive moment in a stiffened panel
subjected to both axial and lateral loads occurs at the panel
mid-point when the loaded ends have identical boundary condi-
tions. Since the computer program output includes the curva-
ture at the panel mid-point 00 , the value of the maximum
moment M can be determined from the moment-curvature rela-
max
tionship
M = f(0°,p)
max
(6.2)
Consequently, the maximum plate stress (E'Pi. )max
~' -(E p1 )max = ("'ECr)max = f(Mmax)
is known
(6.3)
It is evident now that if (f) is less than (E) when theP-R max P u
panel is supp~rting ultimate loads, then the calculated
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= 0.35 to 0.60
= 0.0 to 0.15 (compressive residual stress)
ultimate strength is not affected by the inelastic post-buckling·
behavior assumption.
It is desirable tobe able to specify the combinations
of parameters for the design nomograph of Ref. 12 for which
(f .n) cannot be greater than (E) • The nomograph is valid
PA. max P u
for the following ranges of parameters:
A
st I·~ = 0.20 to 0.48
p
Af
A
st
b
= 60 to 110
t
()rc
Cfy
dq t = 40 to 480
In addition, the material of the plate and the stiffener is
assumed to be described by the elastic-perfectly plastic
stress-strain relationship, where
Yield stress for both the plate and stiffener = 47.0 ksi
Modulus of elasticity; E = 29,600 ksi
Poisson's ratio, V = 0.30
When residual stresses exist in the plate
() rt
---= -1.00 (tensile residual stress)
CSy
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To construct the design nomograph, each of the parameters
listed above was allowed to take on specific values within the
given range (holding all others constant). The design nomo-
graph is essentially a series of plots of calculated results
vs. input parameters. All of the data Gomputed to construct
the nomograph was studied to determine if some function F
exists so that
A A b C5rc(Ep.-e)m~ F( ·st f P, Q ) (6.4)= -- --, t"A "'"Ast' Oy ,P
where
and
.',,";'.
. •... :
- ,-
-'and if some simple criterion involving (ep)u could be deter-
mined so that the parameter combinations could be categorized
as either influenced or not influenced by the assumption.
Som~ observations made are:
1) For any problem defined by a particular combination
of parameters, the maximum strain (E ,J1) is larger
, p-< max
for panels with pinned ends than for panels with
fixed ends. Therefore, the limits of parameter
combinations for which the ultimate strength is not
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affected by the assumption can be determined from a
study o~ pinned-end panels only;,." these limits will
be conservative for fixed-end panel~.
2) The strain (E) is dependent on bit and cr /0, butp u rc y
principally on bit. It is always given by the range
" Q .0:
= 1.O(~) to l.l(~)
cr cr
(6.5)
A
st
on A'
p
dependence of Q is minor when
(f) is dependent principally
- p.,R max
P. The
The strain
Af bA' t' and
st
"(t .n) is less than (E) but significant" otherwise.
Px max P u
No dependence on () /<:f.. was noticeable.
rc y
(Ep1 )maxA plot of F* vs. -/ ' where
cry O'cr
4)
3)
F* =
and P and Q are ultimate loads, is sufficient to iso-
e
late the combinations of parameters for which the de-.
sign nomograph is not affected by the assumption.
(~p.Q )max .
The plot of F* vs. ~ ~s shown in Fig. 29. Each
cry Ocr
of the points plotted represents a problem solved to compile
data toward construction of the nomograph. ~"The points shown
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comprise approximately 40 per cent of the total problems solved
for the pinned-end panel. The panel length L does not
max
appear since each combination of parameters un~quely defines
L .
max
. From Eq. 6. 5, the minimum value of the strain (fp)u in
Fig. 29 corresponds to
1.0
This is illustrated by the vertical broken line. Therefore,
any stiffened panei designed with the use of the nomograph for o·
which the plot of the parameters would fall to the left of the
broken line would not be influenced by the assumption. In
other words, if
Fie' <.. 0.33 (6.8)
then the assumption has no influence. This statement is valid
for panels with fixed ends and pinned ends.
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7. TESt SIMULATION
It is apparent from Fig. 29 that some stiffened panels
designed with the use of the nomographs of Ref. 12 will be
affected by the assumption. The·extent should eventually be
determined by tests. Until then, some feeling for possible
errors can be developed by selecting a few parameters for which
it ~s known that the plate is highly strained, varying the as-
sumed portion of the average stress - edge strain relationship
between considered limits of possible behavior, and.examining
the resulting effect on ultimate strength (Actu~lly, the effect
on the panel length is examined since the input parameters
specify cross-sectional geometry, material properties, and ul-
·.i "
timate loads.). Such a test simulation procedure will place
limits of the possible error.
The problems selected for the test simulation are defined
by the following parameters:
A
st
= 0.48Ap
Af 0.60=A
st
= 1.30 .p
b 110=t
248.24
<Jrt
-1. 0=
rfy
()rc 0.075=
Oy
Q = o. 24,' O. 50 , o. 80, 1. 07, and 1. 90
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The material properties rem,ain fls described in Chapter 6. The
conspicuous points marked by crosses in Fig. 29 locate these
parameter combinations for a panel with pinned ends .. The five
points correspond to the, five different values of the lateral
load Q, with the increasing value leading to the increasing
maximum plate strain. From the figure it is seen that the re-
suIts of the test simulation for these parameters should be
indicative of the greatest influence the assumption may have on
the ultimate strength.
The solid line in Fig. 30 shows the average stress - edge
strain curve for the plate, where the horizontal compression
portion is the standard assumption. The solid line in Fig. 31
indicates the resulting moment-curvature relationship for P
equal to 1.30. Denoted by "standard", the results of the analy-
sis using these curves are listed in Tables I and 2. Table I
is for panels with pinned ends and Table 2 is for panels with
fixed ends.
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The broken lines in Fig. 30 describe three different
assumptions for the inelastic post-buckling behavior'of the
plate. It is believed that these modified average stress '-
. a
edge strain curves represent ,realistic limits on the possible
post-buckling behavior of the plate. In other words, it is
expected that tests will establish that the true curve will be
between curve 1 as an upper bound and curves 2 or 3, either of
which may represent the lower bound. In Fig. 31 the moment-
curvature relationship which is calculated for each of these
modified curves is shown.
Tables 1and2 also contain the results of the analysis
for which the behavior of ·the plate is described by curves 1,
2, and 3. The mid-point curvature 00 , the panel length L, the
r
mid-point deflection Y, and either the end slope (for pinned
r
ends) or the end moment (for fixed ends) were computed. The
results are grouped for each value of Q. Below each group the
maximum deviation in results appears, where the plus quantity
irldieates the runOlil'it Of the illcrease in s.crengeh or deformation
resulting from the use of curve 1 and the negative quantity
indicates the maximum per cent reduction caused by either
curve 2 or 3. Ofa special interest are ·the changes which
L '
occurred in the length of panel - because this is the only
r
parameter which appears in the 'nomograph.
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The following observations can be noted:
1) For pinned-end panels, the maximum increase in length
was 8.5 per cent. However, the maximum reduction re-
suIting from the use of either curve 2 or 3 was only
1.4 per cent.
2) For fixed-end panels, the maximum change in length re-
,
suIted from the use of cur'!'e 1(4.0 per cent longer).
The maximum reduction in length was 0.56 per cent.
3) -0 yDeformations such as 0 , r' and 8S may be very sensi-
tive to changes in the average stress - edge strain
,relationship .
. Results 1) and 2) indicate that good agreement in ultimate
strength was found despite rather large variation in the plate
behavior. The largest discrepancy occurred with the use of
curve 1. indicating that the maximum error caused by the assump-
tion may be on the conservative side. If the true plate be-
havior curve lies close to either curve 2 or 3, negligible
differences in the ultimate str~ngth should be expected.
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8. SUMMARY. AND CONCLUSIONS
In Part I of this report a method for the determination
of the ultimate strength of longitudinally stiffened plate
panels is presented in detail. Lateral interaction between
stiffeners was assumed to·be negligible so that the analysis
of·. the stiffened panels could be reduced to the analysis of a
beam-column with a representative cross section. The loads
considered were the axial load applied to the column ends and
uniformly distributed pressure acting on the plate surface.
The effects of residual st~esses in the plate were included.
Numerical techniques developed specifically for computer
application were used to solve equilibrium equations which
include the non-linear effects of inelastic action and large
deformations. -
A computer program written to mass produce design data
was briefly described (Ref. 14 is a detailed description of
the program). This program was designed to determine the
ultimate strength of longitudinally stiffened panels unrestricted
by the dimensions of the plate component or by the stress-strain
properties of the materials.
Of several simplifying assumptions made during the
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development of· the method of analysis, the assumption for the
inelastic post-buckling behavior of the plate component was
of primary concern because of the unknown influence on ultimate
strength. A study of this assumption is the subject of Part II.
For the ranges of parameters for which the design
nomographs of Ref. 12 are valid, an examination of computed
data showed that the assumption can have an influence on
ultimate strength, and a simple method to determine which
parameter groups will be suspect was presented. To determine
limits on the magnitudes of influence, the flexibility of
the computer program was exploited by allowing the assumed
post-buckling behavior of the plate to become a variable.
The effect o~ ultimate strength caused by modifying the behavior
curve between considered limits of behavior for various
parameter combinations was studied. All of the evidence
presented points to the conclusion that the dependence of
ultimate strength on the plate behavior assumption is not
significant and that the design nomographs may be used with
confidence for all parameter combinations for which they were
developed.
o
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9. NgMENCLATURE
A
Af .
A
P
A
st
A
w
b
c
~ d
Et
H
H
K
L
L
L
max
Lis
LSS
M
M
M
0
~
N
N
N'
0
N
P
NM0
total area of the cross section
flange area of the stiffener
plate area, A = btp
area of the stiffener, A
st = A + Aw f
web area of the stiffener, A = dt
w w
width of the plate
width of the tensile residual stress zone
depth of the stiffener
tangent modulus of elasticity
horizontal stress resultant
H/N
o
plate buckling coefficient
length of the panel
L/r
ultimate panel length
ultimate length of panel with fixed ends
ultimate length of panel with pinned ends
moment
M/M
o
N d
o
moment a.t the fixed ends
axial force
. N/N
o
C50 A
rnnnber of points representing the plate stress-
strain curve
number of points representing the moment-curvature
relationship
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N
s
p
p
p
o
q
Q
r
s
s
t
t
w
V
V
x
x
AS
AS
b.y
D.y
AX
Ax
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number of points representing the stiffener stress-
strain curve
force applied at the panel ends
pip
o
(J'A
o
uniformly distributed lateral loading
gbr .
e>A
o
radius of gyrati~n
distance along the centroidal axis
sir
plate thickness
stiffener web thickness
vertical stress resultant
V/N
o
horizontal coordinate axis and distance
x/r
vertical coordinate axis and distance or deflection
y/r
mid-point deflection for fixed-end panel
mid-point deflection for pinned-end panel
nondimensional distance from the plate to the
centroidal axis
segment length
.As/r
change in y in segment length ~s
t::.y/r
change in x in .segment length AS
bx/r
plate buckling strain
strain in stiffener flange
248.24
fofl
(Pl
tp.t
f o
f y
9
98
-V
(O',E:)
. (O',E)
C5cr
(o-f' ff)
(df' Ef )
0'0
(6p ' E:p)
(Op,fp )
<rp.Q
eJp.Q
(Jfl
<Jf.£
C5rc
L)rt
Oy
7'
¢
¢
¢o
-0¢
¢o
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(fl f o
edge strain in plate
~p.RIf o
nondimensionalizing parameter, either ~y or ~
cr
yield strain for material of plate
slope
slope of panel at pinned ends
Poisson's ratio
I
stress, strain in plate material
(0/6
0
, f.1 Eo)
plate buckling stress
stress, strain in stiffener material
(CSfldo' ~flEo)
nondimensionalizing parameter, either <:5 or () .y. cr
average stress , edge strain in plate
(dp/60 ' ~p/€o)
average stress in plate corresponding to £
. p.Q
O"pilCSo
stress in stiffener flange
OfJJC::So
compressive residual stress in .plate
tensile residual stress in plate
yield stress for material of plate
tolerance factor
curvature
¢/¢o
mid-point curvature .
¢o/¢
o
€. 1d
o
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Pinned Ends
Curve of Mid-point Panel Mid-point End
Average Stress Curvature" Length' Deflection Slope
Q vs. 00 L Y 9SEdge Strain r r
Standard 10.25 85.20 0.87 0.033
{f1 12.62 89.59 1.17 . ' 0.0420.24 {f2 ,11.13 84.01 0.90 0.034
" 1ft3 10.09 86.83 ' 0.90 0.034
% Deviation max +2{+ +5.1 +34 +27
'min '-1. 6 -1.4 -0 .. -0
Standard 11. 56 67.90 0.59 0.027
0.50
' 1ft1 ' 14.53 72.90 0.83 0.036
{f2 12.50 67.57 0.62 0.029
{f3 10.04 69.30 0.58 0.029
% Deviation' ' max +26 +7.4 +40 +33
min -15 -0.48 -1. 7 -0
Standard 13.60 57.61 0.46 0.025
.0.80 '{f1 ' 14.95 62.31 0.61 0.0311ft 2 12.47 57.37 0.45 0.025
1ft3 10.05 58.56 0.42 0.023
% Deviation max +9.9 +~.1 +33 +24
min. -26 -0.42 -2.2 . -8
Standard '15.48 51. 56 0.40 0.024
1. 07 1ft1 15.02 55.89 0.40 0.028{f2 14.48 51. 29 0.36 0.022
{f3 10.06 52.20 0.33 0.021
% Deviation
.. max +0 +8.4 +22 +17
min -35 -0.52 -18 -13
Standard 18.79 40.66 0.28 0.020
1. 90 {f1 15.17 44.12 0.31 0.022{f2 12.55 40.26 0.22 '·0.016
{f3 10.07 40.79 0.20 0.017
% Deviation max +0 +8.5 +10 +10
min -46 -0.99 -29 -20
Table l. Effect of Post-Buckling Plate Behavior.
For Pinned-End Panels
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Fixed Ends
Curve of Mid-point Panel Mid-point End
Average Stress Curvature Length Deflection , Moment
Q vs. 1)0 L ,y ~Edge Strain r r
Standard 5.78 133.31 0.87 -1.06
0.24 1f1 6.41 \, 133.33 , 1. 02 ' -1. 04iff 2 5.54 133.30 0.84 -1.04
iff3 5.42 133.31 0.92 -1. 02
% Deviation max +11 +0.02 +17 +0
min -6.2 -0.01 -3.5 -4
Standard 9.82 102.41: 0.94 -1.04
1f1 12.05 104.19 1. 26 '-L04
0.50 1f2 10.32 101.83: 0.98 "~l. 04
iff3 10.04 102.68 1.00 ' -1. 02
% Deviation max +23 +1.7 +34 ,I ••• "'+0
min -0 -0.56 -0 -1.9
Standard 11.31 85.50 0.72 -1.04
0.80 1f1 13.34 87.87 0.96 ,.: 1,.041f2 11. 63 85.21 0.75 '-1. 04
iff3 10.06 85.81 0.71 -1.02
% Deviation max ' +18 +2.8 +33 +0
min -11 -0.34 -1.4 '.-1. 9
Standard 11. 74 75.81 0.58 -1.04
1. 07 1f1 14.66 78.30 0.79 -1.04iff 2 12.38 75.62 0.61 .,- "- -1. 04
1f3 10.06 76.08 0.56 -1. 02
% Deviation max +25 +3.3 +36 +0min -14 -0.25 ' -3.4 -1. 9
Standard 15.35 5H.95 0.41 -1.04
1.90 1f1 15.12 61.28 0.49 -1.041f2 12.53 58.81 0.38 " -, -1. 04
iff3 10.09 60.00 0.34 " -1. 02
% Deviation max +0 +4.0 +19 +0
min -38 -0.24 -17 -1.9
Table 2. Effect of Post-Buckling Plate Behayior
For Fixed-End Panels
N
~
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N
~
Fig. 1 Representative Plate Panel Under Combined Loading
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N
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( a) Representative Section
~.
( b) Residual Stress Pattern
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d
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CTrc
Fig. 2 Simplified Cross Section and Residual Stresses
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4 3 2 - I
Fig. 3 A stress-Strain Curve Described by N Points
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E
Stress-Strain Curve
. Assumed
®CD
Effective Stress-Strain Curve
®
Fig. 4 Compression Branch of the Effective Stress-Strain Curve
for Plate with Small bit
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Small bit plate
Fig. 5 Flow Diagram to Determine the Buckling Stress
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Fig. 6 Computation' of the Effective Stress-Strain Curve
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Fig. 7 Flow Diagram for the Determination of the Effect1ve
Stress-Strain Relationship for Plates with Small bit
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k = 1 k = 2
C = cr
k = 2
c
TCE)cr = CC1-i)) +
Fig. 9· Flow Diagram for Subprogram 'Y .,"
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Fig. 10 Stress-Strain Curve for Plate with Large bit
Material Stress-Strain Curve
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Fig. 11 Compression Branch of the Effective Stress-Strain Curve'
For Plate with Large bit
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Fig. 13 Distribution of Stresses and Strains in the
Cross Section Due to Loading
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Fig. 14 Limits on Stress-Strain Curves
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(c) Second Adjustment
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Fig. 20 Flow Diagram .for Subprogram 5
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Fig. 21 A Column Length-Deformation Curve
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Fig. 22 A Longitudinally Stiffened Panel Under Combined Loading
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Fig. 23 Panel Segment of Length ds
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Fig. 24 Panel Segment of Length As
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See Fig. 26
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Fig. 25 (continued)
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Fig. 25
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.
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.' 2 2
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Fig. 26 Flow Diagram for Subprogram 6
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a c
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Fig. 27 Flow Diagram for Subprogram 7
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